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There are the amendments of a Bus State Controller (BSC).

1. Page 280 of 1382  9.4.1 Common Control Register (CMNCR)  "Bit15 WAITSEL" deleted.
   This bit is always read as 0.  The write value should always be 0.
   Samples the WAIT signal at the falling edge of the CKIO and can be input asynchronously.

2. Page 315 of 1382  9.4.4 SDRAM Control Register (SDCR)  "Bit12 SLOW" deleted.
   This bit is always read as 0.  The write value should always be 0.
   Command, address, and write data for SDRAM is output at the rising edge of CKIO.  Read data from
   SDRAM is latched at the rising edge of CKIO.

As related to No.1 and No.2, the following descriptions are also modified.

3. Page 367 of 1382  9.5.5 SDRAM Interface  "Low-Frequency Mode" deleted.
4. Page 367 of 1382  "Figure 9.27 Access Timing in Low-Frequency Mode" deleted.
5. Page 1222 of 1382  37.2 Register Bits  CMNCR  "Bit15 WAITSEL" deleted.
6. Page 1225 of 1382  37.2 Register Bits  SDCR  "Bit12 SLOW" deleted.
7. Page 1313 of 1382
   "Figure 38.37 Access Timing in Low-Frequency Mode of SDRAM (Auto Precharge Mode, TRWL = 1 Cycle)" deleted.
8. Page 1314 of 1382
   "Figure 38.38 Auto Refresh Timing in Low-Frequency Mode of SDRAM (TRP = 2 Cycles)" deleted.
9. Page 1315 of 1382
   "Figure 38.39 Self Refresh Timing in Low-Frequency Mode of SDRAM (TRP = 2 Cycles)" deleted.
10. Page 1316 of 1382
    "Figure 38.40 Power-On Sequence in Low-Frequency Mode of SDRAM (Mode Write Timing, TRP = 2 Cycles)" deleted.